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INTRODUCTION 

I am a focused, professional, hardworking and driven professional with a thirst for knowledge and will 

to succeed, always striving to do my best on any project. I have experience in all modeling and Media 

genres with a versatility to apply myself to any style or continental style due to my experience all over 

the globe. 

Vital Statistics 36-24-35  Height 5-6  Weight 104lbs 
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BACKGROUND 

I am of Spanish/Asian/Mediterranean decent and raised in the Philippines. I come from a thick blooded 

Filipino Asian close knit Family with conservative Christian values. It gave me the correct grounding 

and foundation to be the person I am today.  

I moved to the USA in the early 90’s. It was not until my later teen years I realized that I needed 

something to back up my passion for modeling so I decided one of my biggest vocations in life was to 

help people wherever I could; I decided to follow this vision with five hard years study where I attained 

my Bachelors’ Degree in nursing which to this very day is one of my proudest moments. 

I have over the years branched out into many other areas all of which I have carried my teachings from 

the school of life with me. I like to ply my trade and touch people whenever possible and am always 

striving to create that perfect pulchritudinous pictorial; on one hand you have a photographer/cameraman 

who doesn’t see the subject or scene, but feels it, creating it from their minds eye, with the very fabric of 

their being. Then on the other hand you have a model that trusts and respects them and when she is at ease, 

she portrays not just with her face or her body but with her body and soul portraying an almost ethereal glow 

through her. 

When this union combines you don’t have an image anymore you have a masterpiece, a vision of true beauty 

a “Joie de vivre” I use the same feelings to create my award winning poetry. 

We must always paint life with our hearts and create these masterpieces of life. 

I have visited and completed projects recently in Venice & Rome, Paris, London, Ireland, Bilbao, 

Amsterdam, Hawaii, Prague, Monaco, Rhodes, Lisbon, Argentina, Brazil, Kuala Lumpur, Phuket, 

Barcelona, Tokyo and Japan recently and hope to sample many more cultures in the future and bring 

everything I have learned to my work.  
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SAMPLE  ASSIGNMENTS & FELLOW PROFESSIONAL COLLABORATIONS 

 

2012 

High Fashion project with Eddie Baldizsar, UK                                                                               

Cultural Project Manuel Manuel Diumenjó Barcelona                                                                     

Advertising Shoot with Jean De Passy, Rancho Santa Fe Mansions                                                           

Magazine Shoot for “Kasanova Magazine” California                                                                            

High Fashion project with Fede Cabero, Buenos Aires                                                                                   

High Fashion/Cultural project with Amer Rules, Kuala Lumpur 

2011 

Project with Carlos DiQvercia for Ana Sabino Atelier Portuguese High Fashion Designer                                                                                                                 

Project with St Tuan Magazine shoot and interviews for Model Bee & Ferenc Ecseki Photography 

Magazine Shoot Lindos, Greece,                                                                                                                                            

Previous Works 

Shoots with AJ Schroetlin, John Boren, Barry Smith (Studio 8) Blackwell & Dunn Photography-print  

3rd Black History Market & Cultural Showcase Fashion Show- Runway Model  

Roundhouse fashion show-runway model, Independence Day Fashion Show-Runway model  

Kamikaze celebrity fashion show, Hollywood LA Fashion Week model, KamiShade LA Fashion week 

event, Urban fashion show, Hollywood, Billboards Hair shampoo/Tokyo, Japan                                                                                                  

Calendar produced and sold to Asia  

 

VIDEO, MOVIE & MEDIA WORK  

 

2012 

Bollywood Promotion & Music Video                                                                                                 

Radio Show with Stuart Phillips Celebrity Hairstylist                                                                            

First Day Fashion Promotion Video, Royal Ascot, Telegraph Newspaper UK                                                              

Head Representative/Interviewer for new web based cuisine show UK  

Previous/Continued Works 

Writer/Producer/Actress "Finding Elijah"                                                                                                         

Game Show Appearance Italy, Kung Fu Assassins Supporting Role USA, My Dream Girl Cameo Role 

independent film USA, Appeared in Michael Jackson Pepsi Advert 


